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1 Introduction
I am proposing a revolution away from the social media networks Facebook,
Twitter, Youtube, Vimeo, Google+ and etcetera. I will herein refer to these
networks as "Social Media". My concern is that they are hindering our po-
tential of free speech. The services have achieved extreme authority online
through the coercion of friendship and community for the end purpose of
commercial profit and eroding public space with privatized space. Central-
ized systems are easy targets by corrupt governments and malicious private
organizations. Their stance on copyright law leans more towards draconian
law enforcement as they do not release their own source code. The "take-
down" notice is a compromise that frustrates many people. Many of the
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services lack the ability to use pseudonyms that are essential for free speech
of those repressed by the tyranny of the world or otherwise wishing to not
represent themselves completely. Social Media’s strength has been in inte-
grating interfaces for the proficiency of use and improving the speed that
information moves. I’m proposing that we fully embrace free software and
freely licensed works as networked media using feeds to mirror and commu-
nicate between software. This will take us into a revolution online and will
shift the focus from privatized social networks for commercial profit towards
using integrated interfaces for political organization for direct democracy.

2 Public to Private
Many aspects of American culture are being aggressively taken over by pri-
vate interests. We can see evidence across many fields of our culture such as;
software, banks, agriculture and politics. Software that is most widely used
by Americans is proprietary, and is blocking people from exercising their
freedom of speech. It’s become difficult to take a loan at a bank in a fail-
ing economy where homes are being foreclosed. Varieties of apples are now
patented moving agriculture to absolute privatized space. Many politicians
are incapable of listening to anyone other than corporations. This is dan-
gerous because the battle is to conquer and divide people and community
—we need to unite.

The economic depression shares similarities with the user generated con-
tent business model of many popular websites. Until a home loan has been
completely been payed, the house is in the banks hands as we have seen
houses foreclosed on people. Banks have used the federal government to
their advantage to move unstable capital to federally insured banks so that
they will be bailed out when they fail. It’s following the footsteps of com-
panies like Microsoft who have taken advantage of people’s ignorance and
made a business of convincing people into believing that software is hard-
ware and that they should be paying for each copy of it. Without a system of
accountability, resources will be abused that will hurt the group as a whole.
The U.S. has turned towards unregulated capitalism and it is conquering
and dividing peaceful people.

Agriculture businesses have organized to form a cooperative around the
scientific advancement of apple varieties. The concepts of ownership of non-
material have started to capture the interest of universities looking to find
ways to generate funding as the state is less willing to give them support.
This has lead to intellectual property laws applying to varieties of fruit.
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Such a variety is the SweetTangoTMapple that has been trademarked and
patented to regulate the asexual reproduction of the fruit; it limits the public
sale and cultivation of the variety entirely without a license. I know about
this specifially because I have family that is now cultivating the variety.

Social Media does not allow users to use their software for any purpose,
study their work and source code, modify their work, or allow people to
distribute improved versions; they are fully against software liberty. Micah
White, an anti-clicktivism activist, has called Facebook, the commercializa-
tion of friendship. In a free market you can compete by making a better
product. You can not compete with Social Media, they are not products or
tools, they are monopolistic services that kill the free market. They do so by
stripping people of their software liberties and freedoms. The people should
unite and fight to never be divided and to make Social Media illegitimate.
We can not have a free economy, free speech and a free society while also
supporting non-free, proprietary software.

3 Political Movements
For political and cultural revolutions the speed that information can move
is vital to the success of a revolution. The more information that can move
to the most amount of people can lead to the largest amount of change in
the shortest amount of time within a society. The ability for a computer
to copy information at an alarming speed is undoubtly of major importance
for any political and sociological change. This last year has been a year of
many protests across the world, we have united across the world to fight
against our oppressors. Many private social networks have been used to
communicate political messages. However; these technologies are not in the
control of we the people, they are based upon software that is owned and
for the commercial benefit of the few that are responsible for the service,
and are easy targets to be censored and shutdown.

Fifty-seven percent of Americans use Facebook and eleven percent use
Twitter [4]. It is politically representative or more people than any single
U.S. state or political party. We don’t want this much centralized media
control in the hands of a single private corporation. Entire countries such
as China have blocked access to all of Facebook and Twitter [7]. The UK
prime minister has threatened to shutdown the networks after riots in the
UK [3], and some people have been put in jail for four years for enticing
riots on Facebook, but did not actually participate in the riots[5].

In the capital of China’s western Xinjiang region, Urumqi, thousands
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of minority ethnic Uighur residents participated in a march that turned
violent and 156 people were killed in their city [10]. Afterwards the Chinese
government took action to control the flow of information. [11]

On August 6–10, 2011 riots broke out through the UK following a peace-
ful march after Mark Duggan was shot by the Metropolitan Police Service
on August 4th. It quickly spead through several districts and cities, and
many posted images on Social Media. [12] During the London riots the
Blackberry Messenger was used to help organize disturbances.

On January 25, 2011 Egyptians revolted in mass to campaign against
the regime of Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak. It is disputed if Social
Media has played a role in the revolution. Some said it’s unlikely because
they are not used in the region and don’t provide the level of needed privacy,
others quoted defending Social Media as fundamental infrastructure.

While each user within one Social Media website have equal access to the
service, there is a wall larger than the Great Wall of China dividing those
maintaining and developing the website and their users. At the end, users
are left totally at the mercy of those in control of each network. Likewise,
developers have little options to separate from their users and are bribed to
continue their unethical work by their investors, founders and leaders.

Google executive Wael Ghonim started a Facebook group called "We
Are All Khaled Saeed" after Saeed was beat and killed. The group attracted
hundreds of thousands of members worldwide and played a prominent role in
the attention to the discontent. Saeed had studied computer programming
in the United States for some time. The group was shut down by Facebook
because of a violation of its terms of service and "real name" policy that
prohibits using pseudonyms, the group was later reinstated after protests
against Facebook.[14]

On September 17th, 2011, thousands of people started Occupy Wall
Street, a movement against economic inequality worldwide. They pitched
tent at Zocotti Park in New York City, and many cities across the United
States continued the meme by occupying public space; Occupy Portland,
Los Angeles, Seattle, Chicago, Philadelphia and hundreds more. This move-
ment has used social media towards the quick spread of information using
hash tags to build a quick ad-hoc network of people. Luckily the use upon
the services are not exclusive and free software has also been supported for
website base-camps. OccupyWallSt.org has used Django and made their
source code available, OccupyLosAngeles.org is using Drupal, others have
used WordPress. The New York General Assembly, the decision making
body of Occupy Wall Street, has been using BuddyPress for WordPress
to help facilitate their consensus based process online and communicating
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with the rest of the world. The biggest strength of the movement has been
physical presence in public space, and using free software to build a me-
dia channel that can communicate an unbiased and full spectrum flow of
information that is essential for the democratic process.

4 Integrated Interfaces
Integrated interfaces provide an efficiency of communication and immedi-
acy that is fundamental in the synchronized collaboration of work that is
required for the production of goods and works. It can significantly lower
management overhead costs of any organization. To know what the most
common tasks individuals do in an organization and to optimize for them
using a software interface is a competitive force to currently established hier-
archical business management systems. It is the next level on consciousness
of people united together.

The task of shared URLs on the web has been an optimized task by
Social Media. A selected, copied and pasted url requires mental context
switching to perform. Social Media does the technical details to provide
input to the web by sparing technical language and with very little to learn
in order to become a part of the web. Share links streamline the process by
connecting the web to their network and skipping the need to use a keyboard
to share and give input on the Internet. The time saved for an individual to
move their hand from mouse to keyboard is 0.4 seconds [9]. Multiply that
by one hundred thousand users for a collective 11 hours and 7 minutes of
time saved. This is a huge gain in collective interface efficiency that builds
the group intelligence to decide what is more important on the web.

Social Media uses homogenized interfaces to facilitate communication
convenience to their advantage and sell user data to advertisers with the
same relevancy and efficiency. It is against users working with advertisers
directly or sharing information with only their friends privately. The net-
works hold information hostage to coerce users to use their service. It’s
volunteer work in the campaign for clicktivism and slacktivism for capital-
istic profit and is killing motivation for real significant social change.

5 Sharing and Copyright
Social Media is a campaign against the free distribution of works, and at the
same time a campaign for free cultural works. It’s copyright indecisiveness,
it’s extremely annoying, and it’s a cold industrial machine of fermenting
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history. Share buttons remind visitors to post a link on Social Media so
little thought is needed for large scale action on the web in a culture that is
mostly dominated with one-way media such as print and television. They
use the power of suggestion as an authority to enforce copyright laws by
providing an intermediary solution of being able to create verbatim copies
of articles, video and music. They are against community and in favor of
draconian law enforcement. Facebook has already blocked links to copyright
"infringing" downloads [8].

Copyright laws were in-acted during the industrial revolution and after
the European invention and widespread adoption of the printing press. Be-
fore this time there were not copyright laws and books were copied by hand
by scribes —there were not many books. Monopolies are thought of as bad
for the advancement of an art because it stifles competition; however, it has
the reverse effect when reproducing massive amounts of the same thing. The
ability to invest in the mass production of an object lowers the total cost per
item and thus more people have access to more information and improving
literacy —leading to many more books.

The computer has become more effective at improving literacy than the
role of copyright law. In the last twenty years, copyright law has become
corrupted and the monopolistic ownership of works is now totally abused
and exploited in regards to any work that can equally be represented dig-
itally. Corporations in this industry have strong motivation to enter the
software market and make it corrupt, as similar to Luddite’s burning of
factory machinery. A culture with the weight of it’s past killing itself by
forgetting the original purpose of copyright law and fighting for their now
unjust monopoly.

Regularly, computer users are faced with the moral dilemma between
violating solidarity with their friends and that with their government and
corporations because of the truth that computers can make copies rather
easily, yet licensing terms prevent the action legally. Breaking the law be-
comes a daily habit and making ownership of a computer equally equivalent
has having already committed a "crime". The dilemma causes confusion
and inaction towards fully embracing computing technology. Freely copy-
ing works benefits the advancement of the state-of-art globally. The more
ideas that reach the most people, by providing equal access to information,
improves the literacy of our culture.

Every Social Media website with the exception of Facebook and Twitter
provides facilities to license and mark works under free culture licenses that
cancel the exclusivity of copyright. The next wave of social media will not
be owned, controlled, it will not have a domain name, it won’t have a name
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at all, it will be free like the air we breath. Embracing to the full extent
that all works can be freely copied, the entire web becomes social and public
space for the benefit of everyone.

6 Pseudonyms
Anonymity and privacy are important to free speech to facilitate weak voices
being amplified by others. It helps to free minds and let go of insecurities,
to be oneself without the concern for the threat of saftey or intimidation.
Sites like Facebook have a "real name" policy that is against anonymity and
the Internet [2], and encourages the divergence of identity to mask ones true
self in a normalized boring light.

A workaround for this is to browse the web completely anonymously
using fake IP addresses through anonymizing networks such as Tor. This
provides a level of freedom from being tracked on the Internet when there
are large corporations with their fingers all over the Internet such as Google
and Facebook who can use that information to market to advertisers. The
Anti-Sec movement has looted thousands if not millions of username and
passwords information from various websites including the government and
released them on the Internet anonymously. They used Social Media such
as Twitter as a platform to broadcast their message against identity on the
Internet in support for anonymity.

Facebook is a threat to user privacy; even by changing user privacy
settings to not share with specific groups of people, Facebook still has access
to this information. It’s not but one step away from people with power
against users to have access to information otherwise considered "private".
Unlike keeping information at a private location that would require a warrant
to access, Facebook tracks everything users do and stores that information
even after users have deleted their account [6]. In addition, the Facebook
like button and other buttons can be used to track users even if they are
not a member [1]!

7 Conclusion
To directly participate in a horizontal and democratic decision making pro-
cess for politics or for the organization of any entity, it’s essential that free
speech be facilitated to the greatest possible extent. The consensus pro-
cess is often critiqued as being slow and that is one reason for the lack of
widespread adoption for corporate and political organization. The process
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can be made faster through interface efficiency that will yield stronger de-
cisions and build long living organization in an organic and free moving
process. There are several free software solutions currently available to be
used depending upon the type of organization and communication that is
needed by a group of people. Solutions range from operating systems, Inter-
net browsers and servers, website feed readers, email discussion lists, blogs,
group blogs, micro blogs, shared desktops, and shared work surfaces between
graphical vector tools.

Social Media has proven that computers provide a more enhanced method
of communication at higher bandwidth over larger distances. However they
are lacking the distributed model that has made the Internet strong. Com-
puters are useful in a foundation for extended human organization and in-
terconnectivity that is entirely independent upon geographic, physical or
political divisions. Instead they are based upon divisions and differences of
ideas and the cooperation of people across the world to provide advancement
in the state-of-art in various fields.
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